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20 VELO’V FROM RHÔNE RIVERBANK TO TETE D’OR PARK
GREEN DAWDLING IN THE HEART OF LYON

MORNING
Discover Lyon pedaling with Velo’v. Start your bike ride in Vaise area taking the direction of the Saône River.
Cross the river and enter the pedestrian tunnel of Croix-Rousse, admiring its rippling light creations.
Continue on to the Rhône side, cross it, then ride along its riverbank on the Charles de Gaulle wharf.
In this part of Lyon, you will discover recent developments giving way to an urban park with landscapes: playing areas,
fitness rides and a boardwalk…

Lunch
Le Zucca

70 quai Charles de Gaulle - Cité Internationale
69006 Lyon - 04 78 17 51 00
Restaurant revisiting classics from Italy, brunch
possibilities on Sundays from 11.30 am to 3.30 pm

or

L’Est, a Paul Bocuse Brasserie

14 Place Jules Ferry 69006 Lyon - 04 37 24 25 26
In the exceptional setting of the former Brotteaux train
station, now a historical monument. Cuisine from around
the world in the previous home of travel!

AFTERNOON
Go to Tête d’Or Park, 117 hectares of green, a source of oxygen in the city center. It is possible to leave your Vélo’v in the park
and walk to the Cité Internationale, designed by Renzo Piano, Italian architect in the 1990s.
Contemporary Art Devotees will be delighted by the Contemporary Art Museum (no permanent collections, open only
during temporary exhibitions, www.mac-lyon.com or 04 72 69 17 17).
Fans of nature should visit Tête d’Or Park, which is like an English park, with its lake, a botanical garden and its rose garden
and zoo with an African Plain for children.
Relaxation and countryside for all the family! Give yourself 2 hours, to visit this great Lyon Park.

Gourmet evening
Le Neuvième Art

173 rue Cuvier 69006 Lyon - 04 72 74 14 74
Discover and share the creative and colorful
gastronomic cuisine of chef Christian Roure,
2 Stars of Michelin’ Guide.

Good Tips

Other activities
- Park side: you will be have opportunities to boat
or pedalo on the lake, pony ride, carousel, ride in
a “Rosalie” (a special bike for 4 people) or take the
little train,
-
Cité Internationale side: Contemporary Art
Museum,
- Original: accessible, friendly, playful , go for a ride
on a Segway in circuits designed for all.

Parc de la Tête d’Or
Possibility of a backstage visit of the African Plain
with zoo keepers
Information and time table on www.zoo.lyon.fr
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